Karapiro Rowing: Coaches’ Corner
November 2020
Coaches’ Corner is a newsletter designed for communicating with coaches regarding topical
developments and important regatta related information.
Please ensure that all your coaches have access to this newsletter. To add coaches to our database,
please email details to Victoria Jantke victoria@karapirorowing.com

November newsletter content includes:
Karapiro Rowing Entry Limits
The new warmup rotation at the Start
Memorial Regatta Trailer Parking
On-water Training times for Memorial Regatta
Coach passes for the season
Contact details

KARAPIRO ROWING ENTRY LIMITS
Karapiro Rowing has applied an incremental reduction of the per-rower limit for the 2020-21 Season. Keep
reading to understand the background and rationale for this change.
Karapiro Rowing is in the business of facilitating rowing races. So why would it put limits on entries? The
answer is simple. Demand for races outstrips Karapiro Rowing's capability to supply races.
Some facts and figures:
• Supply is limited by time and space. In combination they create a limit on the number of lanes
available to supply for racing.
• Karapiro Rowing can reliably and consistently start races at 4-minute intervals. Some classes need
5-minute intervals.
• Karapiro Rowing may only conduct racing between the hours of 6am – 6pm as determined by
council.
• On a packed-out day we can only manage to hold a maximum of 140 races.
• We have eight albano-buoyed lanes available for held starts and fair racing.
• Because entries are not received in convenient multiple of 8, Karapiro Rowing can only plan on
catering for 952 lanes with the 140 races.
• Entry limits are determined because demand for lanes is greater than the 952 Karapiro Rowing can
supply in a day.
• Three factors drive demand for lanes - rower numbers, number of events per rower, and boat types.
• Growth in the sport of rowing has seen in the past decade attendance at Karapiro Rowing's regular
annual regattas grow from 7,012 competitors to 10,229 competitors. This is expected to continually
increase.
Events per rower...
When rowers can enter more than 1 event competitor demand gets massively multiplied. And there is a
desire and expectation rowers can enter that way at most regattas in New Zealand.
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Competitors having several entries effectively requires Karapiro Rowing to cater for a far greater number of
rowers. For example: 2,000 rowers in 3 events each is the same as a regatta for 6,000 rowers in 1 event
each.
Boat types (seats)...
The 952 lanes Karapiro can supply are available to offer to 952 crews. But the type of boat used by a crew
has a huge effect on how many rowers get to race. It affects the number of seats entrants can fill.
•
•

At a regatta for singles 952 crews would be 952 seats
At a regatta for eights 952 crews would be 7,616 seats

Regattas at Karapiro cater for a range of boat types. But the more small boats allowed, the fewer seats that
can be entered.
LIMITS
For practical reasons Karapiro Rowing cannot increase the length of regattas by increasing the number of
days for racing – availability of officials, increased lake usage at the expense of other users, time off school,
time off work are major impediments to adopting this solution.
Therefore, Karapiro Rowing can't increase the supply of races. So, it uses limits to try and manage demand
for races, and for seats.
There are two types of limits Karapiro Rowing uses: crews per rower limits; and crews per entity per event
limits.
Neither type of limit directly reduces the number of competitors attending the regatta. And there are no plans
by Karapiro Rowing to try and limit competitor numbers. For example, by deliberately excluding some from
attending. That's because there is still a long way to go before exhausting other entry limits. Only then would
there be no alternative to directly reducing competitor numbers.
This is a great problem to have and we’re working hard to accommodate everyone fairly.
Per-rower limits...
A per-rower limit caps the multiplier effect when allowing more than one entry per rower. For simplicity's sake
all rowers are usually subject to the same limit.
The lower the limit gets the bigger impact a change to the limit has. In recent years the per-rower limit had
dropped to 3 events per rower for most regattas. Reducing it one more step, to 2 events per rower, would
affect about 2/3 of rowers and slash entries by 30%.
There are incremental reductions Karapiro Rowing could use in the future. Such as dropping the per rower
limit for a group of rowers e.g. Novices.
Per-entity limits...
A per-entity entry limit directly reduces the number of lanes entered in a specific event.
Applying these limits to different boats affects seat numbers differently. The same per-entity limit for singles
and eights could free up 1 crew in each type of event. But it does that at the expense of eight seats for the
eight while only one seat for the single.
Per-entity limits tend to get applied to small boats before big boats. This minimises the effect on seat
availability.
Small boats require more crews to cater for the same number of rowers, compared with bigger boats. They
already have the greatest number of entries. And need more races to complete. So reducing their numbers
has extra benefits.
In recent years the per-entity limit has reached 2 crews for singles and doubles at most Karapiro regattas.
But, at Maadi, it has dropped to 1 crew. NZSSRA has already exhausted the limit's ability to reduce demand
in those events.
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There may be some scope for an incremental reduction in the per-entity limit in the future. Such as dropping
the limit to 1 for some classes of a boat type, instead of across the board.
2020-21 SEASON LIMITS
Karapiro Rowing has an ongoing need to continue reducing the growing demand. But it is trying to do so in
small steps.
Regattas needed limit changes again this year. They were already reaching the extremes of manageability.
The reduction in operating hours has only exacerbated the situation.
The effect of dropping the per-rower limit across the board for this season would have been disproportionate.
Instead, Karapiro Rowing made an incremental reduction. They reduced the per-rower limit. It went from 3
events to: 3 events except when entering 2 small boats. In which case it's 2 events for those rowers.
Karapiro Rowing targeted small boat entrants because their seats use up the most lanes. This small
reduction in the limits affects the smallest group of rowers. Only 7% of rowers enter 3 small boats. But it
frees up most lanes for other crews to use. 81% of rowers can still enter the same types of events they
entered last Season.
Small boats were not directly targeted through a reduction in the per-entity limit. Karapiro Rowing did not
reduce existing per-entity limits. Dropping the small boat limit from 2 to 1 would affect all entrants which was
considered unreasonable. The objective was to target those rowers who enter multiple small boat events.
One other thing has changed. Entry limits are now applied more consistently across the Season. This is
because the biggest growth in entries is at regattas that had the fewest limits before. Changing the limits for
those regattas proved timely. Memorial Regatta experienced a 23% increase in competitors this year!
FEEDBACK
Bearing in mind there is no new venue in the pipeline and Karapiro Rowing expects the number of
competitors wanting to race to continue to increase. Therefore, entry limits will need to get tougher to keep
pace with the resulting demand. Karapiro Rowing is always interested in hearing which limits they should
target next.
If there are other viable solutions to keeping demand from outstripping supply then Karapiro Rowing wants to
know about those too.

MEMORIAL REGATTA – FRIDAY 13TH NOVEMBER ON-WATER TRAINING
Karapiro Rowing can provide 2 safety boats from 1.00pm to 5.00pm Friday 13th November, however we
require coaches to provide drivers and spotters (in a safety capacity) to enable the training to go ahead.
If you are keen to get your crews out on water, and can drive one of the safety boats, then please email
Victoria Jantke victoria@karapirorowing.com
Let me know what times you are available and I will build a roster.
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THE NEW WARMUP ROTATION AT THE START
This season Karapiro Rowing have implemented a new warmup rotation at the Start. We have in place a
comprehensive communication plan that will role out from later today. The comms will be targeted at
coaches and social media posts will be more targeted at rowers and coxes.
We need you to inform your rowers and coxes that there has been a change to the buoys and process at the
start. Karapiro Rowing will have boat marshals on water to give direction to crews. Attached to this newsletter
is a document entitled “How to get into the Start”, this will be made accessible on our website and
downloadable via Facebook posts. We encourage you to forward it to all your rowers and coxes so they are
well informed prior to going on water.
Schematic of the new warm-up at the Start

COACH PASSES
Make sure that you collect your season coach passes from the tower office. The passes give you access to
parking and the coaches lounge. You are welcome to email Victoria Jantke the list of your coaches so your
passes can be uplifted on the Friday prior to regattas.
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MEMORIAL REGATTA TRAILER PARKING
Please note that trailers must not be parked at D2 carpark on the Friday of Memorial Regatta.

NO PARKING

KARAPIRO ROWING CONTACTS
Area
Regatta Control (including entries, conditions,
scratchings, crew changes, race scheduling)
Tent Sites (including power requests)
Pre-regatta enquires (including Race
Conditions)
Boat Park set up
On-water training at regattas
Coach Passes

Contact Person

Email
regattacontrol@karapirorowing.com

Tony Nelson
Tony Nelson

tony@karapirorowing.com
tony@karapirorowing.com

Terry Tidbury
Tori Jantke
Tori Jantke

terry.tidbury@xtra.co.nz
victoria@karapirorowing.com
victoria@karapirorowing.com

KARAPIRO ROWING WEBSITE
www.karapirorowing.com
The following information will be posted on the Karapiro Rowing website:
- Race Conditions (as soon as available)
- Boat Park allocation (5 days prior to regatta)
- Tent site draws (5 days prior to the regatta)
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How to connect to the start platform at Lake Karapiro

Karapiro Rowing Inc. (KRI) provide to the New Zealand rowing community an internationally
acclaimed rowing course. This document is designed to assist rowers and coxswains who are
new to rowing on how to connect to the Start platform at regattas operated on Lake Karapiro.

Over the years KRI have seen a lot of regatta delays, and outside of bad weather, the culprit is
usually a team, or teams, who struggle to get in, and attached, to the start pontoons.

To help with this process, we have broken down how to queue up, get onto the course, get into
your lane, and back into a start pontoon.

We encourage you to share this document
amongst your club/school as a helpful resource.

Get there on time - which means 2 minutes before race start time
Regatta rules require you to be connected to the start - that is, with your stern in the boat
holder’s hands, at least two minutes before the start time. This will give you time to get your
uniform in order and give yourself time to prepare for the start.

You should be in the marshal zone 5 minutes before a race.

Listen to the directions of the Start Officials
•

They will be speaking to you via the PA system.

•

An example of how they will communicate with you is:
Race 78, Boys U17 4+, V for Victor come in to the start

•

Start Officials use the NATO Phonetic Alphabet (refer Appendix 1)

In the event of a short delay, the Race Officials will endeavour to get the regatta back on
schedule in a safe and appropriate manner. In the event of a longer delay, please listen out for
further announcements over the PA system.

How to enter a course from the side & getting into
your lane

Steps
•

In the warm up area (green arrows or marshalling area), find the other competitors in
your event if a Start Marshal Boat is not present

•

Depending on the wind direction, you will be instructed via the Start Marshal on the PA
system to assemble either adjacent to the numerical or alpha buoys. Please wait until the
Start Umpire invites you on to the course.

•

Once invited on to the course, the Race Officials expect you to enter in bow number
order, lane 1 closest to bank.

•

If you cannot enter in bow number order then be aware of the traffic around you and at
all times listen to the directions given from the Start Umpire.

•

When entering the course from the side, stay relatively close to the start pontoon so you
don't have to back up a long distance - which may take time (that you may not have).

When your boat has crossed into the lane you are racing in, ‘check’ with your oars on the
side opposite to the pontoon to swing the stern toward the boat holder.
•

Continue to turn your boat until you are more or less straight in your lane, by rowing on
stroke side only with a full check on the bow side. Pay attention to other boats crossing
the course at this time as well.

•

Before you do anything else, start turning the boat by holding water.

•

If you have momentum entering the course from the side, use that momentum to start
your turn.

•

Remember go stern first in to the pontoon, bow facing the finish line.

•

If your bow is pointed to the bow side (left) of your lane, hold on stroke side (right). If
you are more or less straight, have everyone hold water.

Turning in your lane

•

Now that your boat has stopped moving (hopefully in the correct lane), you need to fix
your point. The best way to do this is to have one side rowing, and the other backing, so
that you turn in place.

Guideline on how to turn a 4+, 4X+, 8+, 8X+
4+

4 rowing, 1 backing, 2 and 3 balancing

4X+

1 and 2 row stroke side, balance on bow side, 3 and 4 back bow side and balance on
stroke

8+

2 and 4 rowing, 5 and 7 backing, the rest balancing

8X+

1,2,3 rowing stroke side, balance bow side, 6,7,8 backing bow side balancing
stroke side, 4 and 5 balance only

We see novice crews using only one side at a time cater-pillaring their way further and further
down the course; if you are not right in your lane, sometimes you do want to have only one side
of the boat rowing - but the goal is to try to turn in place.

Warming up in your lane
•

At this point, check the time. If you have time and the Start Umpire allows it, you may be
able to practice in your lane - but remember that you must be connected to the start
pontoon with the boat holder holding onto your shell two minutes before your race
starts.

•

If you are granted permission to practice, you must stay in your lane and not exit the
course. Failure to do this may result in a penalty being awarded.

Backing into the start pontoon
•

Once ready to back into the start, use whatever combination of rowers you prefer to
back your boat into the start pontoon (typically stern pair). In coxed boats with skilled
rowers, it can be easiest to deputize a couple of rowers to take charge of backing the
boat into the start pontoon.

This is especially true in a bow coxed 4, where the stern pair can see where the boat is
going easier than a coxswain can. The rowers backing can work together to adjust
pressure to keep the boat straight as they approach the start pontoon.
•

GO SLOW backing into the start pontoon! If a decision is between a boat holder’s hand
and your boat, the boat holder is going to let your boat bang into the start platform to
avoid potential injury to themselves. Umpires tell boat holders during their morning
briefing to let the boat hit the start pontoon if the boat comes in too fast.

•

Depending on how fast your boat is traveling, it can help the boat holder out if you hold
water just before the stern gets to them. This way you protect the boat holder and your
boat.

Expert tips on backing into the start platform
1. If your stern goes too far to bow just before you get to the boat holder, have someone in
bow on stroke side take a stroke. This will not only slow your boat’s momentum to stern,
it will push your bow to bow side and will pull your stern to stroke side and, hopefully, to
the boat holder. Do the opposite if your stern is too far to stroke side.
Ideally, use your stern pair (or four if in current or wind) to move the boat backwards,
and use the bow pair to tweak your point as you back in.

2. For the pair backing into the start pontoon: When you are only a couple feet away, for
small corrections, instead of backing harder, think about holding water or taking strokes.
Hold water on the side of the boat you need your stern to move towards. Backing harder
could send your boat into the start pontoon faster, potentially damaging your boat (or
the boat holder) if you hit something.

How to deal with instructions from outside the boat
Frequently officials, and other personnel, in the start area may offer instructions to a crew that
are late, struggling, out of position, etc. Continue to listen to the Umpire, stay focused, being
careful not to appear that you are ignoring commands from the officials.
•

If you do not have the situation under control, take the advice from the Umpire

•

The coxswain should repeat to the crew instructions given by the Umpire

•

Rule of thumb communication at the Start:
Coxswain listens to Umpire
Rowers listen to their coxswain

Dealing with weather and winds
In flat conditions, backing a boat into the start can be very easy, but in difficult conditions it can
be very difficult. If you find yourself in tricky conditions, refer to the following:
Strong winds might require:
•

Backing up (or pulling forward) with more than two people

•

Crossing onto the course on an angle so you don't get swept down course (or into
pontoon if a head wind)

•

a lot of small adjustments

•

In a crosswind, starting and staying close to the upwind lane line as you back in so that
you don't get blown all the way across your lane by the time you reach the pontoon

An example on Lake Karapiro in a strong easterly could look like this:
•

You are assigned to lane 1

•

Stop 1 lane short of where you need to be (lane 2)

•

Stop and turn immediately

•

Back in without delay

•

The wind will drift you in to lane 1
If this does not work, row out towards lane 2, and try again with more sense of urgency.

If you miss the boat holder
If you are backing your boat into the start platform and find yourself so far out of your position
that you can’t save it, row forward, get back in your lane, and try again.

If you are not perfectly centred in your lane, ensure that your stern can be held by the boat
holder. As long as you’re not going to hit another boat and your stern can make it to the boat
holder, keep going. You can fix your point once your boat holder has your stern.

More Tips
•

When making calls, ensure you are correct in your terminology. A lot of starting line problems are
caused by incorrect commands such as calling out the wrong side of the boat, the wrong seats,
saying to row when you mean to back, etc.

•

Don't get flustered by yelling, especially in tricky conditions; officials, marshals, and others often
have to raise their voices to be heard.

•

If you feel that you were treated unfairly during the run-up to the start in a way that affects your
racing or results in an official warning; if marshalling was difficult or non-existent; if commands
were not clear; if you were late because another crew impeded your progress to your lane; or
other issues occur - make a mental note, these could be important if you get excluded for being
late to the line and need to explain yourself. Speak to your umpire at the end of the race by
raising your hand as a protest.

Now that you are locked on to the start platform, it’s time to get your point, or line down the
course.

Appendix 1

